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Abstract. Information extraction is a fundamental mission when constructing a 
comprehensive knowledge graph. Its precision highly determines the quality of 
knowledge graph. Listed companies release massive number of announcements 
and reports on daily basis. An efficient manner of extracting and structuring rel-
evant information, therefore has become a valuable research direction. In this 
paper, a two-phase information extraction approach is demonstrated in detail.  
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1 Introduction 

In the past a few decades, the rapid growth of global capital market scale accompanying 
the increasing utilization of FinTech has brought tremendous quantity of financial data. 
Human processing capability has become incompetence confronting such amount of 
data and it will also cause great dissipation of manpower. Hence, with certain tasks 
such as investment study and analysis, financial risk controlling, financial regulation 
and incidents relevance analysis, new technologies and processing mode are desider-
ated in order to enhance data processing efficiency as well as to reduce human errors. 
Advanced technologies including big data analysis, natural language processing and 
knowledge graph are now widely used for financial study and supervision area. Certain 
financial regulations have stipulated listed corporations’ duty of publishing information 
in order to maintain the integrity of the financial system. According to incomplete sta-
tistics, listed companies of Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market published over 
440,000 general notices at 2017 and over 270,000 at 2018. This number will continue 
to rise as the number of listed companies is rapidly raising these years. It is also notice-
able that report peak time usually comes at the end of March, April, August and October 
of each year. Total announcements at peak time can be up to 10,297 a day.  
 
CCKS 2019 Task 5, sub task 2, aims to design a system which extract key information 
of Personnel Change Notice documents.  
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2 Task Description 

The task input is raw PDF format files of personnel change notices of listed companies. 
The required output is a Json-format content including resigned executive’s name, gen-
der, job duty, resign reason and his or hers corresponded successor’s information. A 
sample Json result is illustrated in Fig.1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Json-format Result 

 

3 Relevant Work 

There are several traditional methods for this task, such as Pattern-Based Mapping and 
End-to-End Event Extraction model. There are evident defects or drawbacks of these 
traditional approaches such as lacking of semantic understanding capability, heavy de-
pendency pattern or regular expression, complicated data flow process and inferior per-
formance in adapting new expressions in document. As for End-to-End Event Extrac-
tion model, a vast amount of labeled data is required to reach an acceptable result. Due 
to the inadequate quantity of data provided for this task, this paper, therefore will pre-
sent a 2-Phase Information Extraction Approach. This approach will firstly adopt a deep 
learning sequence labeling model, in addition, a simplified and variated version of 
LSTM will be utilized to acquire more information regarding a selected personnel.  
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4 2-Phase Information Extraction and Matching 

In this paper, we put forward a 2-phase information extraction and matching approach 
which has low dependency on large amount of labeled data and has a fairly high accu-
racy. In addition, as the approach is composed with 2 independent phases, it is highly 
robust and with an ease manner of continual optimization.  

4.1 Phase One - Sequence Labeling Model 

There are about 600 documents provided for this task. Considered that the key fields of 
this task are commonly used terms such as person name and job duty, the ideology of 
transfer learning hence is referenced. This approach utilizes NER similar style output 
features for labeling dataset. Moreover, as claimed by Google[1], the powerful pre-
trained language representations BERT was trained over large amount of plain text 
from Chinese Wikipedia, thus its generated feature vectors are strongly expressive and 
with text comprehension. BERT-base model is then adopted to derive features, this 
feature will then be concatenated with character embeddings as the final input embed-
ding layer which illustrated in Fig.2. The input embeddings will then be fed into a typ-
ical Bi-LSTM-CRF[2-6] model. In this task, some other sequence labeling models and 
other variations of LSTM are also optional and were tested, such as CRF[7], Dilated 
CNN[8], ON-LSTM[9]. Bi-LSTM-CRF was ultimately adopted for the reason of its 
simplicity and trustworthy performance. Output of this sequence labeling model is un-
paired key fields, including resigned personnel names, job duties, genders, successor 
names and successor job duties. 

 
Fig. 2.  BERT-BiLSTM-CRF Model Architecture 
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4.2 Data Labeling 

According to the final structural result provided by the organizer, some field values are 
not simply picked out from the original content. Certain composition and jointing of 
text were discovered such as when more than one person succeed a same position, their 
names are then linked into a same Json object. Due to this trait, an automated label 
generation method is not feasible, hence human labeling work was involved in this step. 

 
With the capability of DataGrand developed document processing system IDPS, it costs 
only 1 day for knowledge engineers workload to finish the labeling job. IDPS also in-
tegrated automated pre-label function, sequence labeling models can be trained on the 
fly and in return, it will do pre-label job on new documents to assist knowledge engi-
neers. Along with the increasing amount of labeled data, the model will also become 
more accurate. With this rotation of model enhancement, in later stage of labeling job, 
efforts from knowledge engineers can be minimized as the sequence labeling model 
has reached a rather high performance. In this step, the labeling quality and efficiency 
are largely enhanced by IDPS platform. 

 

 
Fig. 3. IDPS Labeling Platform 

4.3 Phase Two – Extraction Result Matching 

Outputs from the above model are empirically reliable. If the results are as simple as 
all pointing to a single person, this step will simply map these fields as the only resigned 
personnel.  
 
Whereas some other situations are more complicated, for instance, there are repetitive 
expressions of a same person in the original content which will be extracted from phase 
one mode, or a single person may resign from multiple job duties. Only by adopting 
mapping rules is insufficient. In light of this issue, an experiment regarding a reading 
comprehension model BiDAF[10] is implemented and in this phase to resolve mapping 
issues. As claimed in its paper, in order to achieve high precision, BiDAF requires large 
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amount of data. Due to this fact, the deficiency of training data has become the obstacle 
of BiDAF. On the other hand, while re-evaluating the objective of phase 2, the main 
target is to search for corresponding information of a specific personnel as person 
names are already recognized by the model with a high precision and stability. A sim-
plified sequence labeling model therefore was decided to be implemented here for the 
matching task. Fig.4 illustrates the idea of finding relevant information of a specific 
personnel. The labeling workflow is similar to the one mentioned in above section with 
IDPS platform. The input for the sequence labeling model is adjusted with a concate-
nation of a one-hot vector of whether targeted human name and its char embedding.  

 

Fig. 4.  Phase 2 Mapping Model 

5 Conclusions  

This paper has put forward an explicable and continual optimizable 2-phase infor-
mation extraction approach for companies’ personnel change notice document. With 
the two LSTM sequence labeling models in two phases respectively, this approach 
achieved outstanding F1 result with only a few hundreds of documents. This system 
also achieved 0.9399 in F1 score of the CCKS2019 task 5 (subtask 2) evaluation. This 
design finally ranked No. 2 among all teams for the overall task 5. 
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